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	Inspiration
	A modern family home supplied by solar
Feeding electricity, heat and an electric car with their own solar power is part of everyday life for the Bienengräber family.
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	Reducing electricity costs as a business
This SME boostered its independence by installing 350 glass-glass panels on the factory roof.
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	Young entrepreneur builds future homes
This constructor uses solar power and eco-friendly materials to help the planet and your wallet.
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	Sun-powered wine from France
This french vineyard uses Solarwatt's solar system to cool the wine cellar in a modern and eco-friendly way.
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	Partner
	Become a partner
We are always looking for strong partners to power a better tomorrow.
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	Premium partners
If you want to go far, go together. Get to know our partners here.
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	Support
Here you can find datasheets, downloads, and frequently asked questions.
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	OpenSolar for Solarwatt
Create winning proposals and beautiful, accurate designs with Solarwatt products in just minutes.
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	Company
	About Us
We don't wait for the future. As the experienced pioneer, we want to step up and shape it. 
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	Careers
Help to actively shape the energy transition. Join our team!
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	News and media
See our news and press material for your use.
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	Sustainability
What we do for a better future. Read more about our sustainable approach.
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Hmm. You're not where you wanted to go.  But since you're here:


Did you know that solar panels can even generate power from moonlight?
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